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 Annotation. The possibility of intensifying the processes of oil destruction by 

immobilized cells of oil oxidizing microorganisms was studied. We showed that 

application of the husk of buckwheat and barley as the medium for immobilization of 

bacteria helps to expedite the biodegradation of oil in water, than when suspended cells 

are used. We found the dependence of the extent of water purification on airing and 
various temperature conditions of cultivation (+4, 20-22, 28о С).  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 The pollution of the natural environment with oil and oil products is a very urgent environmental problem 

currently. As they get into the environment, oil hydrocarbons influence on the ecosystems activity adversely, 

decrease their biological productivity, and the aquatic life.  

 There are many publications on use of oil oxidizing microorganisms at biological purification of water and 

soil [1, 2, 3, 4, and 5]. At purification of water polluted with oil, either microbe associations (biocenoses) are 

preferred, or specialized, adapted to the certain content of chemical pollution and cultures of microorganisms [6 

and 7].  

 However, oil and oil products are complex, multicomponent pollutants, and application of comprehensive 

approach to protection of water resources, which is based on wide application of immobilized catalytically 

active cells of heterotrophic bacteria – destructors of various substances [8, 9 and 10], can provide for high 

efficiency at purification of natural and sewage waters.  

 The objective of this research was to study the ability of immobilized cells of microorganisms on the 

sorbing agents of vegetable origin to dispose of the elements of oil hydrocarbons depending on the abiotic 

factors of the environment. 

 In this work, we used strains of oil oxidizing microorganisms, related to the following kinds: Rhodococcus 

G0611VT(#18), G0612VT(#19); Pseudomonas G0613VT(#20); Corynebacterium G0614VT(#21); 

Flavobacterium G0615VT(#22), G0620VT(#27); Micrococcus G0616VT(#23); Arthrobacter G0617VT(#24); 

Mycobacterium G0618VT(#25); Bacillus G0619VT(#26).  

 To immobilize cells of microorganisms, we used granules with buckwheat husk (BWH) and barley husk 

(BH) as carrying sorbing agents.  

 As the only source of carbon, we used the marketable oil of the Almetyevsk deposit of the Republic of 

Tatarstan in the concentration of 0.5% (by the volume). 

 The qualitative determination of the residual oil for evaluation of the oil destructive activity of 

microorganisms was carried out by the gravimetric method after its extraction with carbon tetrachloride [11]. 

 Immobilization of the bacteria cells was carried out using granules of agar-agar adding BWH and BH [12].  

 In order to study the effect of immobilized cells of the microorganisms, consisting of various number of 

strains: 1 - G0611VT (# 18), G0612VT (# 20), G0616VT (# 23); 2 - G0611VT (# 18) G0612VT (# 19) 

G0613VT (# 20), G0614VT (# 21), G0615VT (# 22), G0616VT (# 23), G0617VT (# 24), G0618VT (# 25), 

G0619VT (# 26), G0620VT (# 27) on the degradation of oil, we studied the dynamics of development of free 

and adsorbed associations on different media with BWH and BH.  
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 At cultivation of the studied groups of strains of microorganisms in associations consisting of three and ten 

species in free and immobilized states in the circumstances of airing the mineral environment with oxygen, it 

was found that the rate of oil degradation directly depends on the number of microorganisms, which consume 

the bound molecular oxygen for destruction of oil to simpler forms of hydrocarbons. 

 In the course of the experiment, it was shown that in the variants with three and ten cultures, the variant 

with immobilized microorganisms on the BWH and BH granules had better biologically degrading activity with 

regard to oil oxidizing, than the free cells did (Table 1).  

 Study of the influence of various temperature conditions between +4 
о
С and +28

о
С on the activity of 

microorganisms showed that the intensity of oil oxidizing is higher at higher temperatures. 

 It was stated that the temperature between 22-28
о 

С is the most favorable environment for growth of the 

microorganisms, which is confirmed by the large number of cells of the bacterial suspension and the efficiency 

of oil destruction (Table 1). 

 
Table 1: Efficiency of oxidizing oil with associations of cultures of microorganisms in the suspended and immobilized states. 

 
Experiment variants 

Medium Temperature of cultivation Airing 

+4 +20-22 +28 

the extent of oil destruction, % 

Free cells G0611VT (# 18), 

G0612VT (# 20), G0616VT (# 

23) 

– 17.7 ± 0.86 19.6 ± 1.10 27.3 ± 0.80  

45.3 ± 1.69 

Free cells G0611VT (# 18), 

G0612VT (# 19), G0613VT (# 

20), G0614VT (# 21), G0615VT 
(# 22), G0616VT (# 23), 

G0617VT (# 24), G0618VT (# 
25) G0619VT (# 26), G0620VT 

(# 27) 

 

– 

 

22.3 ± 0.53 

 

27.5 ± 1.23 

 

35.7 ± 1.16 

 

 

51.5 ± 0.69 
 

 

Immobilized cells 

G0611VT (# 18), G0612VT (# 
20), G0616VT (# 23) 

 

BWH 

35.1 ± 0.60 53.17 ± 0.92 66.0 ± 0.85  

80.17 ± 0.94 

Immobilized cells 

G0611VT (# 18), G0612VT (# 
19), G0613VT (# 20), G0614VT 

(# 21), G0615VT (# 22), 

G0616VT (# 23), G0617VT (# 
24), G0618VT (# 25) G0619VT 

(# 26), G0620VT (# 27) 

 

48.1 ± 0.76 

 

69.4 ± 1.09 

 

85.0 ± 0.89 

 

 
98.17 ± 0.89 

 

 
 

Immobilized cells 

G0611VT (# 18), G0612VT (# 

20), G0616VT (# 23) 

 

BH 

29.7 ± 1.36 46.16 ± 0.75 56.17 ± 0.75  

75.34 ± 1.17 

 

Immobilized cells 

G0611VT (# 18), G0612VT (# 
19), G0613VT (# 20), G0614VT 

(# 21), G0615VT (# 22), 

G0616VT (# 23), G0617VT (# 
24), G0618VT (# 25) G0619VT 

(# 26), G0620VT (# 27) 

 

36.0 ± 0.69 
 

 

54.9 ± 0.79 
 

 

67.17 ± 1.19 
 

 

 
88.0 ± 1.10 

*The initial quantity of added oil was equal to 0.5 % 

 

 Cultivation of the suspended and immobilized cells of microorganisms in consortia consisting of three and 

strains at the temperature of +20-28 °С, resulted in improvement of the efficiency of oil oxidization. The extent 

of oil destruction at the given initial concentration 0.5 % by the volume and in the consortium of 

microorganisms of 3 and 10 cultures immobilized on the granules of the buckwheat husk and barley husk was 

higher if compared to free cultures. 

 The improvement of efficiency of oil oxidization with hydrocarbon-oxidizing bacteria can be associated 

with the influence of the temperature on the structure of the cell components, especially proteins and lipids, and 

on the temperature coefficients of the reactions rates, which in their turn depend on the energy of activation of 

these reactions. The increase in temperature is the cause of expedition of all fermentation reactions, which 

results in high rate of oil degradation [13].  

 When the temperature of cultivation in mineral environment was decreased down to +4 °С, the intensity of 

oil destruction with suspended and immobilized cells of microorganisms decreased 1.5-2 times, which is 

explained by decrease of the biological activity of microorganisms and, consequently, reduction of the water 

self-purification. 

 Thus, the obtained results give reasons to recommend sorbing agents based on the buckwheat husk and 

barley husk for intensification of oil and oil products transformation in the sewage water of various extent of 

pollution.  
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